Thinclds down Colby, 70-42

Dean Art Farnham's indoor track and field team finally met with success in the new year. They defeated Colby January 13, 1969, for their first victory of the season. Many individuals turned in good performances Saturday in the internal MIT Invitational meet.

Against Colby, Tech's strong field team won all five events, as well as taking three seconds and three third places. Gordon DeWitt '88, Dave Osborne '88, and Art Von Waldburg '79 took the first three places in the 15 lb. weight throw to register the only sweep of the meet.

Greg Wheeler '78 and Kil Elmarli '88 combined to take the top places in the long jump. Pete Maybeck '88 and Gordon DeWitt placed first and second in the shot put. Art Von Waldburg and Dave Ogrydziak '88 were first and second in the high jump at 5-10. Greg Wheeler and Art Von Waldburg placed first and in the shot put.

Harman Still Undaunted
Bob Korman '67 continued his unbroken streak in the 1000 with a time of 2:12.2. He also tied with teammate Bob Kornell '78 for first in the 600. Sam Guillemo '78 was third in the 1000. Pete Pockraby '88 won the two mile in 11:19 and was followed by Jim Yankaskas '79 in third place. Pole vaulter Steve Sydorak placed second in the low hurdles. Don Rosenfeld '68 was third in that event. Bob Dunlap placed second in the dash, and Tom Niedzwiecki '88 was third in the mile to complete MIT's sweeping.

Individuals

No score is kept in the MIT Invitational, but several Techmen did very well. Greg Wheeler and Bill MacLeod '89 placed first and second in the long jump. The 200 was won by MIT as Gordon DeWitt, Dave Osborne, Art Von Waldburg, and Peter Maybeck placed 1, 2, 4, and 6.

Steve Sydorak was also an individual winner, clearing 13^-5 in the pole vault. Ted's 880-yard relay team, composed of Tom Dunlap, Greg Wheeler, Steve Sydorak and Tim Wadburg pulled through with a surprise victory.

Frosh sports

Courtmen upend Bates, lose to Colby, Wesleyan

By Paul Baker

Facing a full side of conflicts before exams, freshmen teams participated in nine games, coming a 3-6 won-lost record.

Cugaras 1-2

The hooper suffered two defeats while climbing up one victory. Colby outlasted Techs, 19-41, and a tall New Hampshire five-eats to knot the score 62-62.

Freshmen

After taking an early lead, the men's were out-difted 54-49 by Bates. Tech's only three places were in the 400 yard medley relay (Tom Bulg, Tom Walton, Steve Rib- enbrenner, and Joe Riley) in the diving. Bob Rossbach placed first in this event, while Jesse Heines captured the number two spot. Jim Berenreiner and Tim Wadburg each placed second in two races, Brown's in the 200 yard butterfly and 200 IM and Riley in the 200 free and 200 breaststroke. Jeff Goodman took a third in the 100 butterfly.

Swimmers edged

In a tight meet with Grazier, the fencers lost 15-12. The fencers did poorly in the saber, losing 7-2 to Eeeler, while the swimming and diving teams bowed to their opposition. In their second game of the season, Tech's incorporated pole- sitters yielded two goals to the losing minutes of the third period, losing 43-39 in Brown and Alfred.

The Engineers showed vast improvement and led most of the game.
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